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I
t was in the mid-forties that the three 

Gasser brothers, Louis, Roger and George, 

decided to combine their talents and set 

out on the next phase of their lives. With a 

few ideas and very little money, they set up 

shop to work with a relatively new material 

at the time, aluminum. Tapping into some of 

the local expertise available in their industri-

al hometown area of Youngstown, Ohio, they 

began providing services to local companies, 

such as assembling aluminum storm win-

dows and screens, welding aluminum beer 

kegs, and even fabricating custom parts for 

a prototype helicopter.

Driven to develop their own product line, 

they began designing and manufacturing 

aluminum-frame dinette sets.  With minor 

success selling these chairs and tables  

close to home, a young George Gasser  

loaded a few chairs into the back of his 

car and headed to Chicago to exhibit at 

the National Restaurant Show. Attendees 

were intrigued by Gasser’s highly durable, 

lightweight chairs and, at the close of the 

show, George left Chicago with a nice order, 

several good leads and a whole new market 

to develop.

The brothers realized that if their young 

company was going to succeed, however, 

innovative design alone was not going to 

be enough. It was during this period in the 

company’s history that the key components 

of their business – enduring work ethics, 

sound engineering principles and meticulous 

attention to detail – were established. 

Today, Gasser Chair Company remains a 

family owned business. The second and 

third generations of the Gasser family, 

teamed with some of the finest skilled  

people in all aspects of the business, are  

guided by the founders’ original principles.  

Together they proudly continue the tradition 

and philosophy of developing innovative 

solutions to customers’ seating require-

ments and skillfully manufacturing the  

finest quality seating.

ABOUT GASSER CHAIR COMPANY
NOTABLE GASSER INNOVATIONS
TO VIEW ALL GASSER INNOVATIONS PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE

1940s Gasser Chair Company developed a
 new and unique style of seating, 
 specifically for the hospitality 
 industry, with a durable, lightweight 
 aluminum frame that offered a new  
 and different choice of frame 
 finishes and colors.

1950s  Expanding the aluminum frame
 concept, Gasser introduced a 
 flexible, aluminum bracket to 
 connect a seat and backrest 
 in order to provide greater 
 seating comfort. This innovation 
 led to the development of Gasser’s 
 “Comfort Zone”® seating line… the 
 hospitality industry’s first seating 
 with a flexible backrest.

1960s Gasser introduced the concept 
 of seating specifically designed 
 for use at slot machines to the 
 casinos in Lake Tahoe, NV.

1970s Gasser introduced the “Protective 
 Edge” on our entire seating line to 
 prevent excessive wear and tear, 
 especially along the perimeter of 
 the backrests of chairs.  It is now 
 considered an industry benchmark.

1980s Gasser introduced the “Easy 
 Change” seat, allowing for the
 quick and simple replacement 
 of a damaged seat cushion.

2000s Gasser introduced an innovative 
 “Flex-Back” on new models to 
 its wood-frame seating, the 
 “Club Collection.”

 Gasser introduced the patented
 “Halo Base” solution which 
 significantly reduces the force  
 required to move heavy 
 gaming stools on carpeted 
 flooring, while reducing abrasive 
 carpet wear and tear that a 
 traditional disc base creates.

  Gasser introduced the revolutionary 
 Coltrane Series – an ergonomic 

 breakthrough in design.

Gasser Gaming Snapshot
Over six decades of excellence and innovation
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BACK STYLES:

TABLE GAMES AND SLOT BASE OPTIONS: Available in 22in,  24in & 27in Base Height

POKER BASE OPTIONS:

CLT100-159

Approximate 
Overall Dimensions
(BASED ON STANDARD 24” SEAT HEIGHT)

 HEIGHT: 39.5in 100cm

 WIDTH: 20.0in 51cm

 DEPTH: 25.0in 64cm

113

5 Vane (5V)

113
SHOWN WITH OPTIONAL
EXTENDED FOOTREST

Tube Leg Tube Leg with 
Casters

113

153 159 158/Halo Base™
SHOWN WITH OPTIONAL PASH

PC107-158

Approximate 
Overall Dimensions
(BASED ON STANDARD 24” SEAT HEIGHT)

 HEIGHT: 42.0in 107cm

 WIDTH: 20.0in 51cm

 DEPTH: 25.5in 65cm

GE113-027-107

Approximate 
Overall Dimensions
(BASED ON STANDARD 24” SEAT HEIGHT)

 HEIGHT: 41.0in 104cm

 WIDTH: 20.0in 51cm

 DEPTH: 25.5in 65cm

PC104-153

Approximate 
Overall Dimensions
(BASED ON STANDARD 24” SEAT HEIGHT)

 HEIGHT: 37.0in 94cm

 WIDTH: 20.0in 51cm

 DEPTH: 23.0in 58cm

NOTE:
The products displayed in 
this brochure represent only 
a small portion of the full 
line of Gasser products.  To 
view our full listing please 
contact your local sales 
rep or visit our website at  
www.gasserchair.com.

BACK HANDLE OPTIONS:

HOSPITALITY AND BINGO:

PROTECTIVE EDGE: Profile Shapes

Finger Grip (FG-2) Finger Grip (FG-3) Hand Pull Finger Grip (FG-6)

Traditional Murano Low Profile RailElliptical

SE-8800

LeBaron 24

PC100

Baron 33-WD2

SLA101

PAV-201-S1

KL-9020

NWD-100B

PC104-5V

LeBaron 5255-DT

BAR STOOLS:


